
Suppose N comptltitcrs each comyet~ in r races and a ranking function F assigns a 
SC;C(W F(J) to the ~otq~itot finishing m the jth paritlon tn each race. ‘The sum of the 
zcoros over the r ~ac’t’s _riws each compt3titor a final ranking with equal rankings being 
possible. A sctrics repressntation and an trsymptotic estimate are obtained for qt. the 
number of ways of ran ing N l-tzmpetitors in order, given that equal rankings are ger- 
missible. Afso atgcbraic results are obtained which give criteria <or the construction of 
a rrlnking function F whit-h ranks wcws in a predetermined wxy. 

e prq3ose to examine the algebraic and combinatorial properties of 
the problt:m of rankin )I competitors each of wham participates in r 
races. A “ranking fun ion” F for these competitor Al be a positive 
function defined on the first n positive integers and rsatisfying the condi- 
tion~~)=,I;‘(i+I),fbrl~j~rz-- 1. In each race the competitor fin- 

in the jth position is awarded a score F(j). Thr: sum of the scores 
over the r races gives e r:h competitor ;I final score and the competitors 
are by these final scones 

A “result” will be simpl 
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f Rortkir~g currlpetitun Bt w sequmce uf races 

ion 3 we5 examine the problem, which is essentially algebraic, 
ilining if certaiir a~~~ar~~~tly reasona’ble rankings of results c 

le ranking functian. 

Let us &note by w, ths: number of ways of ranking 12 competitoa 
s are permissible and for convenience take a0 = 1. 
1 =1,~~=3,,a~=13avldn?=75. 

the f~ll~~i~g result rioev not seem to appear explicitly else- 
ridably not new and is certainly closely related to known 

t the sum of the infinite series is an integer 

is to contain i coml?etitars ramked equally at the to 
choosing such a set qf i competitors and in fat 

satisfy ihis cri%tiotl. Hence we obtain tic\ 
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= 1 f (43’ --1)6(r). 



e now pose EI question which is in a sense a converse of the above 
sitior;; namely if from a set of results we constmct 3 ranking 
satisfies the cmdjitions (i) and (ii), th 1~ Ts thes* a ranking func- 

ves this ranking? The answer is negative and in fact 
his is so even if we require that the ranking satisfies 

fmtfier conditisl : 
Whenever (a re resuti?s with 

=A ,, is rm kd ubore tk result 

ose x = (x1,x2, . . . . xm) and 
idem n-space En. Then th 
so proved in the 

$ are linear fmctionals 
enma is due to Ca;nrer 1 kf 

e system of inequalities 
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roof, For f < i < CI _- 1, let Q(X) denote the linear functional on E” 
defined by gi(s) = _q - -xi+1 . Further suppose that for every pair 

kGP and iBk)l,k r af successive resuits in the ranking K(C) we 
define a linear functional 

P 

Let the linear functions defined in this way be [hip t d ig;p and then of 
csurse U;,(_x j) lGirq CJ {hi(Xjjl<i,p. NOW by Lemma 3.2 there exists a 

function which ves C the ranking K(C) if artld only if the zero- 
functional is not in the convex hull of 

e defke the “nzoment’” af a linear function 



en ~~nf1~3nteld with PlPe practical problem of nking co-m pebtors 
proceldure is to choose a rmking func n which Gistiquishes 

oIme of tht: gossibte rest&s according to the preference sf the de- 
sager although the above example demonstrates that lsis cxpectrltions 

st n~essarily be limited. We do however give a further prapbtion 
ich shows that ifFan appropriate set of results C is chosen, zhen ;uzy 

of C which satisfies conditions (i j, tiij and (iii) cara be induced 
func titan. 
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tain pairs of results. articular suppose there is just one such pair of 
results (@k) 1~ k f. and i&J;, ks.gr. Then again by Proposition 3.3 there 
exist ranking functions F and G such that 

whore 6, 
requir2d * 

then /I ranks (i~~]r k Q r and (&I 1 I” to be equal and the ra-iking of 
the remtining resu s is unchanged 

To complete the proof we observe that if NC3 assigns equal rankings 
to a number of pairs of results we may apply the above procedure to 
each pair in succe ion and thus construct a ranking function which 

ves the prescrib ranking RI C’). 

We note that condition (iii) is certainly a restriction which one might 
wish to avoid in practice and conclude by pointing out a further combi- 
natorial problem. 

Two rar- king furlctions can be said to be “equivalent” for fixed ~1 and 
P, if for angr set of race re!l;ults they @ve the same final ranking of the jt 
competitors. 

~~~pi~ 3-6. If F’s; a ranking function and 02 and c are positive con- 
stants an equivalent ranking function G may be defined by setting 

)=~raF(j)+~ f0r l< jgrz. 

etermine asynt 
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